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• Transition from data-hording to data-sharing 
took decades

• Transition was enabled by shift from analog to 
digital forms of data acquistion, processing and 
display



Acceptance of data-sharing is a 
cultural norm and its arrival in 
geoscience was time 
transgressive



Data sharing came first in fields:
• Where an individual’s data was clearly less valuable 

than aggregated data
• Relatively expensive
• Born digital



2001 workshop was seminal 
in tipping the balance toward 
data-sharing in marine 
geology & geophysics



Funding agency 
push was critical:  
both sticks and 
carrots



Need high level technical talent

http://www.neptunecanada.ca/news/news‐details.dot?id=11297



Need rewards and recognition for data contributors

Dear Dr. Kastens,

This message is to provide you with a bi‐annual summary of data files and documents 
downloaded from the IEDA Marine Geoscience Data System….



For some data types, the data acquirer has 
exclusive access to the data for a pre-agreed 
“proprietary hold” period

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg_mbstatus/processed.jsp



Kim’s data

Jeff’s data



• Sense of community: We’re all studying one big 
thing



Leveraging data troves gives grad students and 
young investigators access to bigger questions

Geological Society of America Bulletin, 81(12), 3513‐3536.



(from Atwater, 1970)

http://gallery.usgs.gov/photos/06_25_2010_hlc5FRq11Y_06_25_2010_0



http://geoinfo.nmt.edu/tour/federal/monuments/gila_cliff_dwellings/farallon_plate.gif



Reprise:  Data sharing in Geosciences
• Took a long time

• Has become a cultural norm in some but not yet all subdisciplines

• Was easiest/earliest in fields where aggregated data were more 
scientifically insight-yielding than individuals’ data

• Relies on high end technical talent

• Is strongly supported, financially and policy-wise, by NSF

• Provides rewards and recognitions for data contributors

• Builds community

• Opens bigger questions to beginning investigators


